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Plaisance Tir Sportif
(PTS)

Produced by PTS, this guide is a translation of the text of the « Manuel de
Découverte du Tir Sportif » issued by the French Shooting Federation 
(FFTir) and should be used in conjunction with that manual. 

It is for English-speaking members who wish to ensure that they have a
thorough knowledge of the : 

• FFTir rules and security requirements,
• Weapons legislation and their application,
• Sports shooting disciplines,
• Equipment and techniques for shooting with rifles or pistols,
• Technical terms relating to all aspects of Sports shooting,
• The History of the FFTir

Forward

You have just joined the French Shooting Federation; you will be welcomed into this sport 
which, we are convinced, will bring you a lot of fun! As such, and in all circumstances, you 
must respect its ethics and values.

Whether you are aiming at leisure or competition, the practice of Sport Shooting requires you
to respect the rigid rules of safety and to know the main fundamentals. This manual aims to 
guide you in your first steps of shooting and to introduce you to the French Shooting 
Federation.

In the first part of the manual, you will find regulatory information such as the safety 
regulations issued by the FFTir to be respected in all circumstances and the regulatory 
system of the "Carnet de Shooting".

You will also discover the links between Sport Shooting and health, and the different 
disciplines offered by the FFTir according to the facilities existing within the club that you 
have just joined.

In the second part of the manual, there is information about the types of armes and 
equipment you can use as well as the basic and essential principles of basic technique.

Finally, in the third part of the manual, you will also be able to discover the history and the 
organisation of the French Shooting Federation, and a lexicon intended to familiarize you 
with the "jargon" of Sport Shooting. 

The lexicon gives both the French and the English word being explained – it is important to 
learn the French word for commonly used shooting terms.

 



The Ethic and Values of the French Shooting Federation

The ethic of the FFTir is based on the original values around which it developed its approach to Sport Shooting. It 
involves:

• the respect of the weapon as sports equipment,

• the practice of shooting, exclusively, at targets whether fixed, movable or breakable, paper (target), metal (gong)
or clay (tray), as defined by the international federations to which we adhere,

• the absolute prohibition of aiming at someone, under pain of being banned,

• the strict application of the rules and safety behaviours issued by the FFTir, as well as by the international 
federations managing the various sport shooting disciplines.

The Values of the French Shooting Federation correspond to the traditional values of sport: respect, commitment, team 
spirit, fraternity, control and surpassing oneself. These values are highlighted in its progressive learning approach called 
"Target Colours" (See page 42 of the Manual).

Do not hesitate to approach the experts or instructors who work within your club. They will listen to you 
and will provide you with useful tips to get you started and to improve your skills safely while offering 
you guidence on adapting your shooting style. 
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1   FFTir Security Rules

Security concerns everyone within the scope of practice of a shooting range, shooters, monitors, referees, officers and 
spectators. We must respect and enforce the rules, taking into account the regulations issued by the FFTir, the 
regulations specific to each discipline and the regulations specific to each club. 

Below, you will find the FFTir safety rules, especially for beginners, as well as all shooters, respecting both common 
sense and the spirit of French weapons legislation as well as sports regulations. 

The Principal Security Rule:

A weapon must ALWAYS be considered LOADED and, as such, must NEVER be directed at yourself or at 
anyone else.

The Weapon (Security definitions)

Arme approvisionnée :  Loaded weapon: A weapon that contains one or more pieces of 
ammunition (in a magazine or cylinder) but is not ready to fire.

Arme chargée :  Loaded weapon: ammunition is engaged in the weapon chamber. 

Note: The command CHARGEZ! means that the shooter has the right to introduce 
ammunition into the chamber and to arm the trigger mechanism! 

Arme prête à tirer :  Weapon ready to fire: A weapon where any action on the trigger tail 
causes the shot to be released. 

Arme désapprovisionnée :  Unloaded weapon: A weapon that no longer contains ammunition
as the magazine has been removed or the magazine, chamber or cylinder has been emptied of 
its ammunition. 

Arme assurée ou mise en sécurité :  Weapon made safe: A weapon that has been emptied 
of ammunition and:

• is open and maintains the firing mechanism open (bolt open, cylinder dropped or barrels 
broken - shotguns)

• has been visually and physically checked for the absence of ammunition (chamber and 
« Lifting plate » in certain cases).

• a safety flag has been introduced into the chamber

You must never rely solely on the mechanical safety of weapons, and, in addition, a 
weapon must never be handled or closed roughly. 

Transporting weapons

Between home and the shooting range and any other location:

French legislation is restrictive as regards the transport of category B-C-D weapons without 
legitimate reasons. However, the license issued by the FFTir, during its validity, allows for their 
legitimate transport for sports shooters. Weapons legislation (decree of 30/07/2013) also 
imposes specific conditions for the transport of weapons in the three categories: B-C-D. 

Conditions for transport

The weapon must be unloaded and either disassembled or equipped with a device making its 
immediate use impossible (for example, a trigger-guard lock). 

The French Shooting Federation also recommends that the following conditions are met for the 
transport of all weapons used in sports: 

• the weapon must be transported in a briefcase or a cover (gun-bag or case), the 
ammunition being stored separately.



• you must always be in possession of a certain number of documents: your valid FFTir 
license which gives you the right to transport weapons, the Carnet de Tir "Shooting Log"  in 
the case of category B weapons. It is obligatory to be in possession of and carrying the 
corresponding ownership documents.

Arrival at the shooting range

If you own your own equipment: the briefcase or gun-cover is taken to the firing point and the 
weapon is only then taken out there, made secure and placed on the firing table; the barrel 
towards the targets, the safety flag engaged in the chamber.
Before using a weapon, ensure that it is unloaded, in good working order and that the barrel is 
not blocked; in case of doubt, ask for help from the person in charge of the shooting range.

In the case of a weapon borrowed or rented from the club, transport from the armory to the 
firing point and return to the armory must be carried out with the weapon made secure 
(unloaded, open breech or cylinder dropped or the barrels broken, the barrel pointing straight up
or down) and the security flag inserted in the chamber. Consider checking the rules of the 
shooting club. 

Dry firing and simulating aiming: the shooter is only allowed to simulate aiming or to dry fire 
(exercise of releasing without cartridge protecting the chamber of the weapon) at the firing 
point, towards the targets, making sure that there is no-one on the target line. In competitions, a
place for this purpose may be made available for the shooters by officials. 

During Shooting

The barrel of the weapon must, IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES and especially during handling and 
loading operations or during a shooting incident, be directed towards the targets or the shooting
butts.

Before a shooter, trainer, referee or official moves forward from the firing point, the weapons 
must be secured.

While a shooter, instructor, referee, or official is in front of the firing point (eg, target verification),
you are prohibited from touching your weapon.

It is mandatory to wear a hearing protection system when shooting firearms.

It is strongly recommended when shooting firearms and compulsory in certain disciplines (in 
Ancient Weapons and Speed Shooting in particular) to wear eye protectors. 

In the case when shooting is stopped

During a short break at the shooting point, the shooter must remain in control of his weapon and
observe safety rules.

In the event of a longer interruption of shooting (on the order of the official of the shooting 
range), the weapon must be made secure and placed on the table with the barrel directed 
towards the targets.

Note: FFTir recommends the use of a safety flag whenever there is an interruption in shooting. 
The purpose of the flag is to make it clear that the breeches are open and the weapons 
unloaded.

When the weapon malfunctions (firing incident), the official or the firing range controller must be 
called (un-armed arm raised, barrel held in the direction of the targets). The weapon problem is 
resolved only at the firing point, taking care to keep the barrel of the weapon in the direction of 
the targets whilst it is made secure. 

At the end of shooting

The weapon must be made secure before being placed in its briefcase or gun-bag for the 
purpose of storage or transport. 



At Home

Firearms, after being made secure, and their category B ammunition must be kept in a safe, 
gun-cupboard or secure room suitable for the type and number of stored items. Firearms of 
categories C and D-1 and their accessories must be kept either in a safe or a gun-cupboard 
adapted to the type and the number of stored items or by dismantling an essential part, which is 
kept separately, making it immediately unusable, or by any other device preventing the removal 
of the weapon. The corresponding ammunition must be kept separately in conditions prohibiting 
free access.

The cleaning and maintenance operations of weapons, as well as reloading operations, must 
ABSOLUTELY be carried out by the shooter alone, in an area that has previously been ensured
that it is appropriate for these operations. 



Current Regulations and Weapons Legislation 

The weapons used for sport shooting must respect the regulatory texts, all of which can be consulted via the 
links on the French Shooting Federation website: www.fftir.org

THE “CARNET DE TIR”
(Certificate of Ability and Attendance)

For persons wishing to acquire weapons of category B or already holding a license to own a sports weapon, the decree 
of 30 July 2013 sets out the conditions for validation of the "Carnet de Tir"
This booklet, which you can obtain from your club, is composed of two parts. 

1 - The certificate for the control of knowledge

It makes it possible to obtain the "Carnet de Tir". This is the result of the validation of a 
questionnaire highlighting the knowledge of the shooter regarding the acquisition and respect of
the different rules and safety behaviours issued by the FFTir.

The Questionnaire and certificate was instituted by Federal Circular DTN MM No. 528 of 
February 2, 1999. It is advised for all new licensees and must be the objective of the first cycle 
of discovery of the activities of sports shooting (knowing how to use a weapon while respecting 
safety rules); it is a condition of a possible future application for authorization to acquire 
weapons classified in category B.

It is obtained within the club under the control of the President of the association or a person 
designated by them, preferably among qualified club trainers, (experts, initiators), as well as 
referees. 

“The Manual for Discovering Sports Shooting” provides answers to the questions asked of new 
licensees in the Multiple Choice Questionnaire (QCM). To obtain this certificate, the candidate 
must correctly answer the “elimination” questions and obtain a minimum score of 12/20.

Depending on the results, the club president or his representative retains the completed QCM, 
completes page 2 of the "Carnet de Tir", validates the Certificate of Control of  Knowledge by 
adding the date of the successful test and signs the “Carnet de Tir” after making sure that it 
includes the photograph of the shooter and his signature. He then stamps the carnet and the 
photo with the stamp of the club. 

2 - Controlled practice sessions

The document "Carnet de Tir", accompanied by other documents, is advised for the transport of
a category B weapon.

To participate in a Controlled Shooting Session, the shooter must be in possession of his valid 
license and the "Carnet de Tir". 

During a twelve month period, he must participate in at least three Controlled Shooting 
Sessions. Sessions must be spaced at least two months apart.

Where the licensee is in possession of authorizations for category B weapons, the c Controlled 
Shooting Session is carried out with a category B weapon.

The Controlled Shooting Session will be carried out in a declared stand (definition of the 
declared stands: sports code article R.322-1), under the control of the President of the club or a
person designated by him. The list of persons authorized to validate the Controlled Shooting 
Session will be brought to the attention of shooters by way of display on the club's Regulations 
board in the stand.



Shooting Modalities

• The Controlled Shooting Session will be at paper, metal or clay targets. A minimum of 40 
shots will be fired on the corresponding targets under the control of the authorised person.

• Once the Controlled Shooting Session is finished, the control official validates the "Carnet de
Tir" by affixing his name, his signature, the date, the stamp of the club and completes the 
daily log. This register, indicating the name, first name and place of residence of every 
person participating in a controlled shooting session, shall remain permanently on the stand 
and must be available to be presented at any request from the competent authorities.

Any participation in a championship or an official competition organised under the control of the 
FFTir enables the validation of the "Carnet de Tir", provided that it meets the conditions set out in 
paragraph 2. 

Shooting and Health

The WHO (World Health Organization) defines “health” as being "a complete state of physical, mental and social well-
being" and as such, emphasizes in the final recommendations, the importance of taking part in regular physical, sporting 
activity to contribute to the improvement of the health of the population.

The FFTir Olympic federation, approved and recognized as a public utility, intends to fulfill its mission of public service 
and offers you Sport shooting, playing on the three components of your health: physical, mental and social well-being.

     
Good reasons to practise Sports shooting

Registering in a club affiliated to the FFTir means initially discovering new people and also a 
new sporting activity. In order to facilitate your integration within the club in a convivial 
atmosphere, the FFTir pays particular attention to the training of instructors. You can later, if 
you wish, also partake of the life of the club or the federation, especially in the functions of 
supervision and refereeing.

In addition, shooting, a sport of precision and skill, requires a 'zen' attitude in physical and 
mental effort, and it contributes to the search for a certain serenity. As the Romans already 
said: mens sana in corpore sano - a healthy mind in a healthy body. 

“Target Colours”.

The values conveyed by the FFTir and in particular in the progress  in the "Target Colors" of 
shooting schools aim to develop qualities essential to the development of each.

Shooting allows you to release tension, to forget your problems during a session. By seeking 
to improve, you will use your physical faculties of balance, coordination, maintaining muscle 
tone and work your mind by soliciting your ability to concentrate and memorize. 

Sport shooting, a sport for all

Sports shooting offers multiple disciplines, including some Olympic disciplines, which you can
discover over the following pages. If adult men are strongly represented, young people, 
women, seniors and people with disabilities are increasingly joining the FFTir, which pays 
them special attention. Everyone, according to their age, their tastes and their capabilities, 
can indulge in this sport and reap the benefits inherent in regular physical activity.

   
A competent and attentive federal framework

Volunteers, federal graduates or state-certified professionals, who guide shooters into clubs, 
leagues or the federation itself, are sensitive to the "sport-health" problem. A medical 
practitioner participates in FFTir training to train them to respond to these issues and 
preventative actions. They are able, therefore, to propose training practices that respect the 
rules of good practice (personalization, progressivity ...) and safety (good behaviour, good 
quality equipment, checked and maintained ...)



A few tips to accompany you on a daily basis in your practice

In order to guarantee the integrity of your hearing and eyes, the use of a ear-protectors is, 
like the wearing of safety spectacles, strongly recommended, and even compulsory in some 
disciplines.

Remember to warm up at the beginning of the session by making slow and appropriate 
movements. Do not hesitate to ask for advice from the animators, initiators and other 
supervisors who are amongst you within your club.

Hydrate yourself even in winter. Always have a bottle of water with you on the shooting range
and remember to drink regularly before, during the exercise, but also afterwards to delay the 
onset of fatigue and facilitate the recovery. The problem is even more important for rifle 
shooters who may experience severe dehydration in their specific equipment (shooting jacket
and trousers).

When shooting, pay particular attention to the position of your body. The search for "good 
posture" should be one of your major preoccupations to avoid the onset of muscle trauma, 
tendonitis or back pain. You can rely on the club officials to advise and guide you on this.

At the end of the session, take the time to stretch to remove the muscle tension accumulated 
during your workout.

Do not forget to wash your hands in order to rid them of any trace of lead or residues of 
grease or powder.

Whether in precision disciplines, which require a perfect immobility, or in those of speed 
(plateau, mobile target or TVS), which favour speed of movement, muscular effort is 
important and an asymmetrical position leads to strong physical constraints that only a good 
physical condition can compensate. To balance this, taking part in complementary activities 
developing the cardiovascular capacities (swimming, jogging, bicycle ...) are essential assets 
for the practice of Sport shooting.

High-level shooters have clearly understood this and, in order to improve their performance, 
apply these recommendations in combination with good hygiene. In its National Sport 
Shooting Center, which is in Châteauroux, the FFTir also provides sports facilities (body 
building, sports paths ...) which should contribute to the physical preparation of its athletes. 



The Disciplines of the FFTir 

The French Shooting Federation is an Olympic federation whose champions have won numerous medals during 
the various Olympics.

It organises several sports disciplines, in both recreational and competition shooting, adapted to a very wide 
audience (young people, adults, seniors, women, people with disabilities ...).

It offers, in effect, a wide variety of disciplines in which you can find pleasure, express yourself and affirm 
yourself through the values conveyed by the action of shooting (respect, concentration and self-control ...). 

Crossbow

You have the soul of "William Tell", the crossbow is a discipline made for you. There are two kinds 
of practice : match crossbow and field crossbow.

The match crossbow is the descendent of the traditional crossbow used in the Middle Ages; it is 
pulled at 10m standing and at 30m in standing and kneeling positions. Shooting takes place in a 
firing range, at a target, using a sight.

The field crossbow is very close to the spirit of archery with the use of string, bow limbs and 
arrows. One shoots at targets used in archery, usually outdoors at distances of 35m, 50m and 
65m, with a winter season indoors at 18m. 

 
Historic Weapons

It is the discipline of collectors or competitors passionately maintaining the origins of historic 
weapons (before 1900) or replicas working with different firing systems (wick, flint, percussion).

Discover these handguns or rifles that use only black powder and are recharged by the mouth of 
the barrel: muskets of the Musketeers, duelling pistols of the nineteenth century, revolvers and 
carbines of the conquest of the West, flint-lock rifles from the Napoleonic era as well as the old 
percussion hunting rifles. 

Bench Rest  

If you are attracted by the search for ultimate precision, and by ballistics, Precision shooting, using
a support -  Bench Rest or Hunter - is for you.

You will be seated behind a shooting table, the weapon resting, for greater precision, on suitable 
and adjustable supports in order to avoid the shakes. The game consists of obtaining the smallest 
group from five shots (several mm) on the target for the Bench rest  or the best score possible on 
« reduced » targets for the Hunter. 

Rifles, equipped with powerful telescopic sights, are used. The targets are located at distances of 
100 and 200 meters.

You can also take part in this discipline of shooting with a rest at 50m with 22LR rifles with 
telescopic sights in a classification called "22 Hunter".

Rifle

You are attracted by rifles and their precision. Competition and the high standards make you 
dream! Olympic Rifle and World Rifle competitions are within your reach.

Rifle shooting disciplines are shot at distances of 10m (air-guns),50m (22LR shooting) and 300m. 
The 10m tests are only carried out in a standing position, whereas at the distances of 50m and 
300m, the tests can include the "Lying" position or the use of all three proscribed positions 
("Lying", "Standing", "Kneeling").



Mobile Target

You have the "hunting" spirit, you like spontaneity and movement ; the discipline "mobile targets" 
should attract you.

You will use a rifle with a telescopic sight and fire on a zoned target (shot at 100 m) or a wild boar 
figurine (shot at 50 m) on a trolley that moves from right to left and left right at two speeds : slow or
fast.

Once initiated, to add to the difficulty, you can try the (mixed) shooting programme that randomly 
sends the targets either at slow speed or at fast speed. 

Shooting schools

The "Shooting Schools" allows children to practise sport shooting. A "Target Colors " progression 
scheme as well as specific regional and national competitions are available to club officials to 
animate and motivate young shooters registered in the "Shooting Schools".

On the "Clay" stands, the training of the young shooter, with shouldered and non-shouldered 
shooting, takes place with simplified trajectories with reduced speeds, using "swing trap"guns with 
less noise and less recoil.

On the "target" stands, the training of the young shooter is done exclusively at 10 m, whether by 
pistol, rifle or field crossbow

The "Target Colours" system includes seven levels of learning evidenced by colours that validate 
the level of practice of young shooters and promote their progress towards the upper tier and 
competition while educating them in the different values of the sport and sport shooting. 

Pistol and Revolvers

You are attracted by handguns, their accuracy and their ability to shoot repeatedly! Self-
improvement including in competition as well as the high standards leaves you dreamy! Pistol 
shooting at Olympic and world events, are within your reach. 

The "pistol" disciplines offer shooting distances of 10 m (air-gun), 25 m and 50 m (22LR shot and 
large caliber). All events are shot in a standing position with a free arm. The practice proposed to 
shooters translates into precision shooting, speed shooting or mixed events combining both 
accuracy and speed, thus offering a great diversity.

Metal Silhouettes

You can try shooting on metal silhouettes where the challange consists of flipping metal targets in 
the form of chickens, pigs, turkeys or « mouflon » positioned at different distances: 25-50-75-100 
m for small caliber hand-guns, 50-100-150-200 m for large caliber handguns, 40-60-77-100 m for 
small caliber rifles and 200-300-385-500 m for large caliber rifles. 

The size of the metal silhouettes varies according to the handgun or the rifle and according to the 
firing distances. The firing positions are quite stable, with two hands or with the barrel of the 
weapon resting on the leg, and the pleasure is always immediate when your target tilts away. 

Shooting Regulated Weapons 

Maintaining and using military weapons of the different armies in a sporting spirit of security and 
authenticity is the object of this discipline which is organized by the French Federation of Shooting
in co-operation with the National Union of Reserve Officers (UNOR) and the National Federation 
of Associations of Sub-Officials of Reserve (FNASOR).

Regulatory Firearms (ARVs) are designed to be readily accessible, in their operation and use, 
combining precision and speed, whether by pistol or rifle, using standard equipment and 
equipment.



Clay Shooting 

Shooting with a shotgun and hitting clay pigeons motivates you; competition and high level also 
attract you. The FFTir offers you three particularly attractive Olympic disciplines:  Olympic shotgun,
the Olympic skeet and the Double Trap.

The Olympic shotgun (FO – La Fosse Olympique) is shooting, with the gun at the shoulder at 
clays thrown along an unknown trajectory and angle of the shooter. There are two cartridges 
available for each tray.

The Olympic skeet (SO)  The shooter can only shoulder and shoot as clays that have fixed and 
known trajectories coming from a High Base (Pull) and a Low Base (Mark). There is only one 
cartridge per tray and the challenge is to shoot at a « simple » clay (single clay launched from 
either the Pull or Mark base), or "doubles" (clays launched simultaneously from each of the bases).

The double trap (DT) is a "shouldered" shot on two clays launched simultaneously from the middle
of the launch pit along more or less open trajectories and more or less different angles. A single 
cartridge is available per clay.

Speed Shooting

You like moving and dynamic shooting; the Speed Sports Shooting (TSV – Tir Sportif de Vitesse), 
born in the United States in 1976, offers you spectacular shooting action that is carried out against 
the clock with pistols of large caliber (never less than 9 mm) equipped or not with an optical sight. 
The weapon is carried in a holster placed at the waist.

This discipline implies a dexterity in the handling of the weapons as well as a strict respect of the 
rules of safety under penalty of important penalties and disqualification.

Several types of courses are offered: small ones (up to 12 shots), medium ones (up to 24 shots) 
and large ones (up to 32 shots) with firing distances ranging from 10 to 70 meters. The targets are 
made of paper or metal and can be fixed, mobile or have a cycle of appearance/disappearance. 



2  Equipment

In Sport shooting, we call the "weapon" « any material ensuring the propulsion of one or several successive projectiles. »

These weapons are mainly classified as:
• handguns: single-shot pistols, semi-automatic pistols and revolvers
• shoulder guns: crossbows and rifles.

Propulsion is enabled:
• by gas, compressed air for firing at 10 m,
• by the limbs to the crossbow
• black powder, for historic weapons, requiring flint, a fuse, or percussion,

• by live powder for modern weapons using ring percussion or central percussion.

 
The choise of weapon

If you do not have a preconceived idea, the teaching progress of the FFTir (Target Discovery and
White Target) will lead you to discover the handgun and rifle. This progression is usually at 10 m 
with compressed-air weapons but it can also be with firearms!

If you already know what type of weapon you want to acquire, three criteria will determine your 
choice:

• the use you intend to make of it,
• your taste,
• your financial means.

If it is a weapon for recreational shooting, the only advice is to get the best value for money with 
good after-sales service.

If you are considering entering competitions in the medium-term , it is best to get (loan-hire-
purchase) an appropriate weapon as soon as possible. Competition weapons are very specific. 
Inquire with the leaders or trainers in your club as they will be able to advise you.

Dress for shooting 

There is not, strictly speaking, any special outfit for discovering and practising Sport shooting. 
Only rifle shoters, in the Olympic shooting disciplines, make use of a very specific outfit (jacket 
and trousers) to obtain better stability.

In the context of leisure, no specific dress is required; however for obvious reasons of comfort, 
and depending on the discipline practised, it is preferable to adopt a casual sportswear (pants, 
sweatshirt, jacket) as well as flat shoes such as trainers, to ensure good stability. Dress for 
competitions, in turn, is covered by the rules of the discipline. 

Note: camouflage dress, military or not, is not allowed.

Other equipment

You will be able to acquire the rest of the Sport shooter's equipment progressively according to 
your progress and your investment:

• an anti-noise headset: make it a quality item, your hearing will be grateful, 

• protective goggles,

• a telescope (spotting scope) to see your impacts on target (from shooting at 25 m). It must 
be of good quality in order to see well without tiring the eye,

• a small cleaning and dismantling kit (usually sold with the weapon),

• a spectacles frame specially adapted for competitive shooting for positioning filters or sight 
glasses in the sighting axis. 



Technique 

Discovering basic technique

Now that you are a licence holder, you are drawn to this leisure pursuit and the desire to improve 
your impact or to surpass yourself. We invite you to contact the animators of your association who 
are trainers graduated by the FFTir. These people have been specially trained to accompany you in
your first steps of the discovery of the Sport shooting safely.

The specificity of Sport shooting in the majority of its practices, except in three disciplines, is to 
manage the instability of the weapon (hand-gun or rifle). After the first sessions aimed specifically at
teaching safety and the discovery of Sports shooting, apprenticeship consists, in the first instance, 
of using teaching aids designed to eliminate problems of stability.

Thus, depending on the weapons and gauges used, you will start by shooting with a fixed, support 
either well-seated or standing position while still holding the handgun with both hands. The aim is to
allow you to quickly discover the basic principles allowing to orient the weapon always in the same 
way, through the action of "aiming", and to correctly achieve the pressure of the finger on the trigger
tail for "release" action.

Once these two principles are acquired in a stable situation, it will be easier for you to produce them
in the more or less unstable situation of the standing position, your progress will be easier and 
much faster!

In the beginning, you will inevitably spread your hits over the entire target, then, with the guidance 
of your facilitators, you will make fewer and fewer mistakes and start grouping on a spot on the 
target. After adjusting your weapon and a few regular sessions, you will improve this grouping and 
center it inside the visual.

As part of the learning progress from the discovery level, to reach a target with sufficient success, 
be it at 10 m, 25 m or 50 m, it is necessary to connect and coordinate the various elements of the 
basic technique, constituting the firing gesture, called "firing sequence": the position, the aim, the 
release, the holding at the moment of the departure of the shot.

Here's what you'll discover from the beginning of your basic training.



Discover the shooting position

Below is a list of the different elements to reproduce during the construction of the standing position in precision shooting,
whether with a pistol or rifle, as well as some diagrams and photos to better illustrate them.

Some shooters will have to adapt these elements to their morphology while constantly respecting the principles of 
simplicity and balance.

PISTOL

The pistol position is a rather unstable position; the only solution to acquiring a little stability is to shoot
often and regularly so as to strengthen the shoulder, the seat of stability for the pistol shooter.

1. Take the gun in hand in accordance with the safety rules.

2. Place yourself in the axis of the target.

3. Take a more or less profile position.

4. Maintain a straight, simple and natural overall position.

5. Place the feet parallel on the firing line, shoulder-width apart.

6. Place the hips equally over the legs.

7. Aligne the body (feet/pelvis/shoulders) perpendicularly to the target.

8. Align the wrist and lift the arm above the target to find the line of sight.

RIFLE

The aim is to quickly create a certain stability by emphasising at the beginning the importance of 
adopting a whole-body position to support the weapon with a minimum of muscular effort.

1. Stand at right-angles to the axis of the target.

2. Place the feet parallel at a distance that corresponds to the width of the shoulders

3. Stretch your legs straight (like when standing).

4. Take the rifle under the barrel and the pistol grip.

5. Move the pelvis slightly over the front leg.

6. Support the rifle by placing the butt plate in contact with the arm.

7. Place the left elbow on the pelvis or on the abdominal strap depending on the length of the upper 
limb on which the weapon rests.

8. Lower the head to place the cheek on the stock which allows you to see through the sights and take
the aim.

 



Discover the sights

The parts of the weapon used to take aim are: the rear sight situated behind the barrel and the front sight placed at its 
front end. The rear sight is adjustable for height and direction, equipped with either a notch (pistol) or an iris (rifle). The 
front sight is a blade, in the shape of a gun sight or circular, with a hole, housed in a tunnel (rifle). The sight with a notch 
is called "open", the one with an iris is called "closed".

   
Definitions

Sight Alignment

The « line of sight » is the imaginary line connecting the two elements used to orient the 
weapon: the front sight and the iris (rifle), the front sight and the notch (pistol).
Taking the line of sight, consists of centering the front sight in the rear sighting device.

The Line of Sight

The line of sight is the imaginary line connecting the eye and the target.
To take aim, in precision Sports shooting, is to aligne the line of sight towards the target 
centre (under the target centre with a hand-gun, around the target centre with a rifle) and to 
maintain it during the action of the shot or "release".

The “Target centre” and the “Zone de Visée”

The “visuel” is the black center part of the targets used in precision shooting.

The “Zone de Visée” is the space under or around the target centre or « visuel” in which the 
shooter tries to maintain the line of sight while he is releasing and allows him, when the shot 
is made under acceptable conditions, to obtain an accurate shot.

   
Know-how to discover and develop

Dominant Eye

In vision, one eye dominates the other, laterally: it is the « dominant eye ».

In order to identify your dominant eye, here is a simple method: look at the target, with both 
eyes open, through a hole in a cardboard box and, without moving the cardboard, close one 
eye and then the other. Your diminant eye is the one with which you continue to see the 
target through the hole.

Is it necessary to give priority to the dominant eye at the expense of the hand used by the 
shooter (i.e.  right or left handed)? The answer is NO.

It is often the case that a right-hander is left-eye dominant and vice versa. As a general rule, 
that is to say normally, it will be recommended that a right-hander aims with the right eye 
and a left-hander with the left eye. To aim successfully, shooters who have an opposing 
dominant eye, have to block their dominant eye either by closing this eye, or by positioning a
cover in front of it.

Accommodation

The human eye has many faculties, but it does not know how to see near and far 
simultaneously. To deal with this, the eye automatically focuses to enable you to see clearly 
at one specific distance. In precision Sports shooting, it is necessary to put the sights into 
the sharp focus (focussing on the front sight), the “visuel” of the target being perceived less 
sharp, or even blurred, according to our visual possibilities. 



The White Margin

This is the space between the top of the front sight and the bottom of the « visuel » (pistol), 
and between the inner edge of the front sight and the edge of the  »visuel » (rifle).

This is the regulating element of sighting; it affects the setting of the weapon. We align the 
sights with the white margin in precision shooting for more accuracy by improving the 
contrast, rather than being tempted to aim directly at the center of the « visuel ».

During this period of discovery, you will have to learn to recognize your margin of white. We 
advise you, from the beginning, to use a large margin of white to see less of the movements 
of the front sight compared to the « visuel ». 

Holding the position after the shot

From the beginning of the "aiming" action, the shooter blocks his breathing (at half-
expiration) to limit his movements and keep the line of sight in the sighting zone, during the 
time that the finger exerts the necessary pressure until the release of the shot.

At the moment of shooting and after the release of the shot, the shooter must maintain his 
aim and stance for a few moments. This allows him to see more easily, at the moment of 
firing, the alignment of the sights and to be able to estimate, with some training, the point of 
impact on the target.

Adjusting the weapon

Setting up the sights of a weapon is not universal and is based on visual capabilities as well 
as the effect of head placement and angle of the head on aiming. It is also important to know
that setting up a weapon is never difinitive because it is necessary to take into account 
external factors that can change: the configuration of the firing range, the lighting in the firing
range and on the targets, and the wind. 

Method of adjusting the weapon: the principle is simple, one moves the rear sight, by turning
the vertical and/or lateral knobs, in the direction that one wants to adjust its shot on the 
target

Four or five clicks (depending on the manufacturer) are required to move the shot one zone. 
The adjustment procedure consists of grouping a few strokes, estimating the average point, 
and then adjusting the rear sight by the appropriate number of clicks. 



Discover the release

The "Release" refers to the action of the finger on the trigger tail which causes the projectile to be fired. It is one of the 
most emblematic moments of Sports shooting, since, whatever the discipline practised, shooting is characterized by an 
action on a trigger.

It is also the decisive phase of the firing sequence which, if properly performed, does not alter the alignement the weapon
at the moment of the departure of the shot!

A good release leaves the weapon stable at release, or it does not amplify its movements if it moves slightly. On the 
contrary, we speak of a "finger shot". This defect, for beginners, is very limiting to the progression of the shooter since it 
does not make it possible to hit the target accurately. Without a proper release, you cannot shoot well. 

Placement of the finger on the trigger tail

Safety phase: during the handling of the weapon, the index finger is elongated on the stock 
or the carcass, above the trigger guard, without being in contact with the trigger tail. Once 
sighted on the target, one can bring the finger onto the trigger tail.

Position phase: Place the flesh of the index finger (3rd phalange) always in the same place

on the trigger tail. 

Handling and gripping the stock

A consistant grip of the weapon will favour the positioning and action of the finger on the 
trigger tail. The gripping action consists of maintaining a balanced overall pressure, allowing 
in part the locking of the grip (pistol).

It is thanks to the maintenance of a uniform pressure of the hand on the grip that the index 
finger will be able to develop a consistent flexing action. 

Finger action

It is the pressure of the finger on the trigger tail that acts on the internal mechanism, which 
releases the « dog » or the percussion hammer. Finally, the movement of the firing pin 
immediately leads to the release of the shot.

When the trigger tail is pressed, the shooter experiences a firmness that corresponds to the 
beginning of the resistance of the mechanism and is called the « hard point ». From the hard
point, the action of the finger must be progressive and continuous until the shot is fired. It 
must be along the axis of the barrel, from front to back. Its duration must be sufficiently long 
(> 3 sec.) to have time to absorb the recoil, and sufficiently short (˂ 6 s) to allow for the shot 
before relaxing.

The shooter must not know the exact moment of the release; if he actually exercises a 
progressive action, he should be slightly surprised at the moment of percussion and his 
finger must continue to  press on the trigger tail. 



Discover the sequence of actions of shooting

Definition 

The firing sequence is the set of actions required for firing a projectile.

It begins with the weapon being picked up and loaded and finishes just after the shot is taken 
and the impact verified.

Organisation

The different actions required to fire a projectile must always be carried out in the same 
chronological order to arrive at a set of regular and harmonious movements. The firing 
sequence can thus be divided into several phases.

Steps in the sequence of PISTOL shooting

1. Pick up the pistol in accordance with the safety rules.

2. Load and close the cylinder (pointing the weapon towards the targets).

3. Position yourself in the target's axis, with the weapon resting on the firing table.

4. Straighten the wrist and lift the arm above the target to align the front sight with the rear 
sight.

5. Focus on the front sight and bring it under the « visuel » in the sighting area.

6. Squeeze the trigger tail to the hard spot, then continue to press until the release of the 
shot, while keeping the line of sight in the aiming area; hold the aim a few moments after 
the shot is made.

7. Rest the weapon safely on the table and check the impact. 

The steps in the sequence of RIFLE shooting

1. Load the rifle (barrel towards the targets).

2. Take the rifle in hand.

3. Shoulder (bring gun to shoulder) with visual control.

4. Place the front hand under the barrel, bring the elbow to the pelvis, then take up the rest of
the position.

5. Settle yourself (hold your head up while relaxing your shoulders).

6. Place the cheek on the stock to align the sights and settle the front sight around the 
"visuel » by blocking your breathing (at half-expiration).

7. Pull the trigger tail back to the hard point, then continue to press the trigger tail until the 
shot is released while keeping the front sight around the visual; hold the aim a few 
moments after the shot is taken.

8. Rest the weapon safely on the table and check the impact.



Know the History of the FFTir

Shooting is one of the oldest sports. Shooting records were recorded from the eleventh 
century. It originates with companies of “arquebusiers”, maintained by the nobles of the free 
towns. In terms of number of licensees, shooting is currently the fourth most practised  
individual sport at world level. Since the first Olympics in 1896 until today, the Sport shooting 
has been an Olympic discipline. 

Historically, the FFtir comes from a long line of ancestors! In 1871, the Ligue des Patriotes 
was formed after the war of 1870. It was transformed from 1886 into the Union of French 
Shooting Societies (USTF), notably with the construction of its first national stand at the Bois 
de Vincennes and the participation of 30,000 competitors for its first championships.

The International Union of Shooting Federations and Associations was founded on July 17, 
1907 (whose first president was Daniel Mérillon, president of the Union of Shooting Societies
of France). It became the International Shooting Union (ITU) in June 1908 and then the ISSF
(International Sport Shooting Federation) in 1998.

On February 18, 1953, the Union of Shooting Societies changed its name the French 
Federation of Shooting Societies.

On March 15, 1967, the French Federation of Shooting Societies merged with the French 
Hunting Federation to become the French Shooting Federation (FFTir). It was recognized as 
a public utility on 1 October 1971.

 After the breakaway creation in 1988 of the French Federation of Ball Trap, it lost part of the
disciplines of the weapons of hunting, but managed to keep the three Olympic disciplines of 
shooting at clays (Olympic Fosse, Skeet Olympique and Double Trap).

Today, the FFTir is affiliated to the six international federations that manage the various 
Sports shooting disciplines (Olympic disciplines, historic weapons, metallic silhouettes, 
crossbow, speed and shooting with supports or Bench Rest).

The FFTir has an impressive record in all the disciplines it covers and develops, whether in 
the European or World Championships. In recent years, its shooters have won Olympic gold 
in 1984, 1996 and 2000.

In the summer of 2016, the French Federation of Shooting gathered nearly 201,500 licensed
shooters. It hs set up 28 leagues countrywide, which are decentralized administrative bodies
responsible for implementing the sports and development policies of the Federal Executive 
Committee. 



Dictionary/Lexicon

ÂME :  RIFLING : The inside of the barrel. It is longitudinally scored at a suitable pitch to 
give the projectile a rotating effect in order to stabilize and regularize its trajectory 
(Rifling).

AMORCE :  PRIMER: capsule containing the flammable material which, when struck by 
the firing pin, allows the powder to ignite. It can be set into the bottom (centre) of a 
cartridge case (central percussion) or placed on the pan in historic firearms. In an annular 
percussion, the flammable material is housed in the rim of the base of the case.

ANNONCE :  PREDICTION: to be able to say where the target has been impacted, based
on the analysis of the shot at the moment of « release ».

ARME À RÉPÉTITION :  REPEATER WEAPON: A weapon that is manually reloaded 
after each shot is fired by the introduction into the barrel of a cartridge taken from a 
magazine and transported by means of a mechanism.

ARME À UN COUP :  SINGLE SHOT WEAPON: A gun without a magazine that is 
charged before each shot by the manual insertion of a cartridge into the chamber, or into 
a housing provided for this purpose at the entrance of the barrel.

ARME AUTOMATIQUE :  AUTOMATIC WEAPON: A weapon that, after each shot, 
automatically recharges and, by keeping pressure on the trigger tail, releases a burst of 
several shots. This weapon is forbidden in Sport shooting.

ARME SEMI-AUTOMATIQUE :  SEMI-AUTOMATIC WEAPON: Any weapon that, after 
each shot is fired, automatically recharges and, by a single pressure on the trigger tail, 
can only release one shot at a time.

BALLE :  BULLET : This is the projectile. It is usually made of lead. It can be covered 
with brass (or copper if it is propelled at an high initial speed). Its weight is most often 
stated in grains; 1 grain = 0.0648 gram, 1 gram = 15.432 grains.

BARILLET :  CYLINDER: cylinder of a revolver which turns on an axis parallel to the 
barrel to place successively the cartridges in position for percussion.

BIPIED : BIPOD : Two-legged rest for the front of the rifle (may be attached or  
detachable).

BOSSETTE :  HARD POINT : point if resistance before releasing the hammer during 
pressing of the trigger tail.

BOUCHE :  MUZZLE: orifice of the cannon through which the projectiles emerge.

BOURRELET :  RIM: protruding part of the base of the cartridge case.

BUSC :  CHEEK REST : upper part of rifle stock and GRIP handles of revolvers or 
pistols.

BRETELLE :  SLING: accessory used in rifle shooting in certain disciplines. It creates 
stability in the "lying" and "kneeling" positions instead of steadying the weapon just with 
the arm.

CANON :  BARREL: part of the weapon that guides the projectile. Its quality gives the 
weapon the majority of its precision.

CALE MAIN :  SLING SWIVEL and MOUNT : accessory used in rifle shooting along with 
a shoulder strap. Fixed under the barrel, it prevents the shooter's hand from changing 
position and connects the strap to the weapon.



CALIBRE : i CALIBER: This can be expressed in mm, inches (rifled, shouldered 
weapons and handguns) or in gauges (smooth-bore weapons: shotguns). Examples: a 22
LR caliber (actually 0.22 inch or 22/100th inch) corresponds to a 5.5 mm gauge, a 45 
gauge is equal to 11.43 mm. For a 12 gauge shotgun, this figure corresponds to the 
number of spherical balls that could be cast in a pound of lead. Their cartridge diameter 
would then be 19 mm.

CARCASSE :  CARCASSE: machined part which supports the barrel and all the 
constituent parts of the weapon.

CARTOUCHE :  CARTRIDGE: container set consisting of the case, primer, powder and 
the projectile.

CHAMBRE :  CHAMBER: part of the barrel (pistol, rifle or shotgun) where the cartridge, 
either from the magazine or inserted by hand, is housed. It is also the cavity of the 
cylinder of a revolver that receives the cartridge.

CHARGEUR :  MAGAZINE or CLIP: removable housing containing cartridges.

CHIEN :  DOG or COCK: Part of the firing mechanism that enables percussion: it strikes 
or launches the striker. It may be apparent or hidden. When the trigger is released, the 
« chien » is released, resulting in percussion and the shot being made. 

CLIQUER :  CLICK (To): To move the rear sight to adjust the shot. The rear sight has a 
mechanism that « clicks », hence shooters' usual expression of "to click". Note that it is 
necessary to move the sight in the direction in which the shot is to be moved.

CORDON :  CORDON: small border on a target separating the areas of points value.

CROSSE :  STOCK or GRIP: part of the weapon, for hand or shouldered weapons, which
allows it to be held firmly (Stock or Grip). It must, if possible, be adapted to the shooter's 
morphology. 
 
CULASSE :  BOLT: movable part of the weapon used for the supply of ammunition and 
the extraction of used cases (bolt).

DÉTENTE :  TRIGGER/FIRING MECHANISM: complex set of small parts that allows the 
trigger tail to be attached to the percussion system and various settings to be made 
(stroke, weight, trigger stop ...).

DOUBLE ACTION :  DOUBLE ACTION: trigger system allowing the arming and then the 
release of the « chien » with the same pressure of the finger.

ÉPAULÉ :  SHOULDERED: the action of placing the butt of the weapon's stock against 
the shoulder.

ÉTUI ou DOUILLE :  CARTRIDGE CASE: part of the cartridge, usually made of brass, 
which receives the primer and powder and in which the ball is crimped.

EXTRACTEUR :  EXTRACTOR: lug fixed to the « culasse » which hooks the throat or the
bead of the cartridge case and allows it to be extracted from the chamber.

FLÈCHE :  MAXIMUM HEIGHT : maximum height reached by the projectile on its 
trajectory.

FUSIL :  GUN/RIFLE: A hunting weapon or a weapon of war used by the infantry. In clay-
shooting disciplines, the shoulder gun is called a (shot)gun. In shooting at the target, the 
shouldered weapon can be called a gun in disciplines using large caliber (300 m) and 
military regulatory weapons (TAR).

FÛT :  FORE-STOCK : lower part of the stock in front of the trigger guard.



GÂCHETTE :  FIRING PIN RELEASE MECHANISM : internal part of the firing 
mechanism which retains the armed « chien » (or hammer) and which unhooks when the 
finger acts on the trigger tail.

GROUPEMENT :  GROUPING: The grouping is a term corresponding to the set of a 
series of shots located on the target. Grouping means being able to put the impacts side 
by side in the same place on a target.

GUIDON :  FRONT SIGHT: this is the second element of the sights. Located at the end of
the barrel, above the mouth. Most often fixed, it is sometimes movable on some historic 
weapons. It is always a blade for pistols and revolvers used in competition (open sight), 
and most often in the form of a ring for the rifles (closed sight).

HAUSSE :  REAR SIGHT: This is the rear sight, the closest to the eye. The sight is 
adjustable in height and laterally to allow adjustment of the shot (see "CLICK"). 

IGNITION :  IGNITION: lighting the powder following the percussion of the primer.

IMPACT :  IMPACT: hole cut by the projectile in a paper target or the trace (mark) left on 
metal targets.

IRIS :  IRIS: system fixed to the rear sight. It allows for adjustment of the diameter of the 
opening and for the positioning of colour filters.

LÂCHER :  RELEASE: Finger action on the trigger tail, which releases the percussion 
system and thereby firing the projectile.

LIGNE DE MIRE :  LINE OF SIGHT : Theoretical line from center of the rear sight to the 
front sight.

LIGNE DE VISÉE :  LINE OF SIGHT: Theoretical line from the eye of the shooter to the 
target point via the rear and front sights.

LUNETTE ou TÉLESCOPE :  TELESCOPIC SIGHT: magnifying optics that allow impacts
to be seen on a target. It is important that it well lit in order to see clearly without tiring the 
eye. The larger the area of the front lens, the more luminous the bezel. Brightness is a 
better quality criterion than magnification.

LUNETTE DE VISÉE :  DIOPTER SIGHT : Magnifying lens that can be mounted on a 
weapon.

MOUCHE :  TEN RING : central part of the "10" on a target..

PAS DE TIR :  SHOOTING POST: location organized in front of the targets comprising all 
the shooting stations/points/posts.

PERCUTEUR :  FIRING PIN: piece that strikes the primer (cartridge) or the valve 
(compressed air) to cause the shot. It can be integrated into the bolt, as well as on some 
revolver « chiens ».

PISTOLET :  PISTOL: Any handgun other than a revolver.

PLAQUE DE COUCHE :  BUTT PLATE: rear part, fixed or movable, of the rifle or 
shotgun stock which is placed against the shoulder or the arm. Adjustable, it allows the 
weapon to be adapted to the morphology of the shooter and to the different positions of 
shooting.

POIGNÉE PISTOLET :  PISTOL GRIP: part of the stock of a rifle adjacent to the trigger 
guard providing a pistol grip.

POINT MOYEN :  MID-POINT: middle of an impact group. We refer to the mid-point to 
move the subsequent shots by adjusting the rear sight.



PONTET : TRIGGER GUARD : mandatory safety element in most disciplines, protecting 
the trigger tail from being hooked or displaced and therefore from an untimely shot. 

PORTÉE :  RANGE : maximum possible distance of a projectile. 

PRISE EN MAIN :  TAKE IN HAND : term with a pistol describing how to pick up the 
weapon. The grip must be identical, shot after shot, to avoid large deviations at the target.

QUEUE DE DÉTENTE :  TRIGGER TAIL: piece on which the index finger exerts a 
pressure which causes the trigger to unhook. The trigger tail is often mistakenly called a 
"trigger" in film and on  television movies.

RECHARGEMENT DES MUNITIONS :  RECHARGING AMMUNITION: action to 
recharge a munition from the basic elements that constitute it: case, primer, powder, ball. 
Recharging is possible only with central -strike munitions whose primers can be extracted.

REVOLVER :  REVOLVER: handgun with a cylinder rotating along an axis parallel to the 
barrel. The cylinder remains attached to the weapon to supply it with ammunition. It can 
be tilted/dropped or is fixed.

RÉGLAGE :  ADJUSTMENT: adaptation of a weapon to the shooter's vision and to his 
way of aiming. You have to shift the rear sight in the direction you wish to move the shot. 
(See "click").

SIMPLE ACTION :  SINGLE ACTION: trigger system allowing, with the pressure of the 
finger, the release of the « chien » which has been previously armed.

TRAJECTOIRE :  TRAJECTORY: curve described by a projectile during its passsage in 
space.

VISUEL :  AIMING POINT: black central part of certain targets to adjust the aim.

WAD-CUTTER :  WAD-CUTTER: A type of lead shot that cuts out the targets from the 
paper or cardboard of perfectly sharp impacts like a die.

ZONE :  RING: The area that delineates the impact value in the target (10, 9, 8, etc.). 


